Forum shopping in trans-national libel cases-"libel tourism"-
INTRODUCTION
Trans-national libel cases decried by critics as "libel tourism"' have been much in the news since American author Rachel Ehrenfeld was successfully sued for libel in London under English law by Saudi Arabian billionaire banker Khalid bin Mahfouz. The suit was brought in London despite the fact that the book in which she accused him of funding terror had not been published in England, and only twentythree copies had been sold there via Amazon. 2 Since the Ehrenfeld case, journalists, newspapers, university book publishers, editors of academic journals and science commentators have all been targets of defamation suits brought by wealthy businessmen, corporate entities, academics, and others. 3 Prompted by this spate of trans-national libel actions, the discussion has centered on how differences among nations' defamation laws can be used strategically to constrain expression on matters ranging from politics and the global fight against terrorism to scientific and academic critique. 4 The concern about such chilling effects is particularly pressing now that publication is global rather than local, because countries with the most speech-repressive libel laws can effectively set the limits on what can be said world-wide. 5 Most observers agree that libel tourism actions today pose a significant threat to free expression. 6 these cases from those brought in the UK by Hollywood celebrities against American publishers. (Mar.14, 2011) , available at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/phonehacking/8634176/Phone-hacking-timeline-of-a-scandal.html. Those kinds of celebrity cases are not a focus of this paper.
5. The United Nations Human Rights Committee released a report in 2008 concluding that British defamation law has "served to discourage critical media reporting on matters of serious public interest, adversely affecting the ability of scholars and journalists to publish their work, including through the phenomenon known as "libel tourism[ I" because "the Internet and the international distribution of foreign media [I create the danger that a State party's unduly restrictive libel law will affect freedom of expression worldwide on matters of valid public interest. 6. See id.; Hartley, supra note 1, at 32 (concluding that "libel tourism is a genuine problem . . . [that can] unjustifiably undermine free speech in other countries."). The U.S. Congress found the inhibiting threat of some foreign libel laws to be "dramatic," threatening free speech and "the interest of the citizenry in receiving information on matters of importance [.] " SPEECH Act, 28 U.S.C.A., supra note 5 Sec. 2(4). See also SPEECH Act, 28 U.S.C.A., supra note 5 Sec. 2(2). For academic commentary viewing libel tourism as a problem, see e.g., Balin et al., [Vol. 60 In response, the U.S. Congress passed the Securing the Protection of our Enduring and Established Constitutional Heritage Actinformally, the SPEECH Act-in 2010.7 That legislation prohibits recognition and enforcement within the United States of foreign defamation judgments inconsistent with First Amendment protections 8 or based on an exercise of foreign court jurisdiction inconsistent with American constitutional due process requirements. 9 The federal legislation followed various state statutory enactments designed to deter libel tourism. 10 In the United Kingdom, some saw such American legislation as a "humiliation"" and libel tourism as an "international scandal."1 2 Re-acting to various pressures to reform defamation law, 13 the British government released a Draft Defamation Act 2011 on March 15, 2011 for public consultation and pre-legislative review. 14 As part of its sweeping overhaul of Britain's "outdated, arcane"' 5 reputation-protecting libel laws, the draft defamation bill targets libel tourism. 16 The public consultation period closed over the summer, and the Parliament's Joint Committee on the Draft Defamation Bill recently released its report, by-and-large supporting the draft legislation, but recommending significant changes that would further protect freedom of speech.' 7 The matter is now returned to the Government, awaiting further action. Dec. 21, 2011) . See also Sanchez, supra note 6, at 494. The British press as well has also strongly pushed for reform. See, e.g., Editorial, Libel Reform: A Good Start, GUARDIAN, (Jan. 8, 2011) , available at http://www.guardian. co.uk/commentisfree/2011/jan/08/libel-reform-good-start-editorial; National Union of Journalists, NUJ Welcomes Clegg Libel Reform Plans, Jan. 7, 2011 , http://www.nuj. org.uk/innerPagenuj.html?docid=1873 (last visited Jan. 31, 2012 See also Christopher Hope, New rules to discourage 'libel tourism' in Britain, TELE-GRAPH (Mar. 14, 2011) , available at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/lawand-order/8379196/New-rules-to-discourage-libel-tourism-in-Britain.html.
15.
See Nick Clegg, We will end the libel farce, GUARDIAN (Mar. 15, 2011) , http:// www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2011/mar/15/libel-law-reform-free-press (last visited Mar. 16, 2011).
16. The Ministerial Foreword to the consultation draft says that the bill seeks to "address the perception that our courts are an attractive forum for libel claimants with little connection to this country." DRArr DEFAMATION BILL, supra note 14, at 3.
See also Rachel McAthy, Defamation bill targets 'libel tourism', JOURNALISM.CO.UK, 15 Mar. 2011, available at http://wwwjournalism.co.uk/news/defamation-bill-targetslibel-tourism-s2/a543214/. 
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MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, DRAFT DEFAMATION BILL: SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO
CONSULTATION CP(R) 3/11 (Nov. 24, 2011) at 4, available at http://www.justice.gov.uk/ It is thus a particularly propitious moment to address both the U.S.'s and the UK's responses to the phenomenon of trans-national libel actions. Section I focuses on recent cases, the differences between British and American defamation law, and the U.S.'s Congressional response. Section II portrays and opines on the current American debate on the SPEECH Act. Section III describes and assesses the British Draft Defamation Bill and makes a choice-of-law recommendation. Section IV explores voluntary measures to help reduce the threat.
I. THE "LIBEL TOURIsM" PROBLEM: CLAIMANT-FRIENDLY FOREIGN DEFAMATION LAW AND THE AMERICAN CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSE
The current discrepancies between countries' defamation laws invite libel arbitrage with a concomitant chilling effect on expression.
What is notable about many of the foreign claimants' defamation actions in the United Kingdom and other European countries is that they appear to be brought not to collect damages, 1 9 but to intimidate the press and critics, i.e., to achieve political ends, deter investigation, and suppress discussion of public issues.
A. Recent Cases and the Chilling Effect
At the risk of over-simplification, recent trans-national libel cases can be divided into two categories for purposes of discussion: strategic political cases and strategic academic critique cases. One high-profile strand of the political cases concerns terrorism. Bin Mahfouz v. Ehrenfeld, a case widely characterized as reflecting the use of libel law to suppress political discussion, served as the prime example on which the U.S. Congress relied in its discussions of libel tourism in 2010.20 Rachel Ehrenfeld was not the only target of Khalid downloads/consultations/draft-defemation-bill-consult-summary-responses.pdf [hereinafter CONSULTATION RESPONSES SUMMARY].
19. In his dissent in Berezovsky v. Michaels, Lord Hoffman stated: Mr. Berezovsky is not particularly concerned with damages .... The plaintiffs are forum shoppers in the most literal sense. They have weighed up the advantages to them of the various jurisdictions that might be available and decided that England is the best place in which to vindicate their international reputations. They want English law, English judicial integrity and the international publicity which would attend success in an English libel action. Berezovsky v. Michaels, [2000] 1 W.L.R. 1004, 1024 (H.L.) (Eng.) (Lord Hoffman).
20. S. Rep. No. 111-224, at 3 (2010) . After the English judgment was entered against Ehrenfeld, she sued Bin Mahfouz in the Southern District of New York, seeking a declaration that the English default judgment would be unenforceable in the United States. The Southern District granted Bin Mahfouz' motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction and denied Ehrenfeld's request for jurisdictional discovery. Bin Mahfouz' libel claims, however; he is said to have threatened or filed over thirty defamation actions against those associating him with funding terror. 2 1 Bin Mahfouz did not attempt to enforce his money judgment against Ehrenfeld, 2 2 instead maintaining a web site describing his defamation challenges. 2 3 These included the threat of a defamation action in English courts against Cambridge University Press for publishing Alms for Jihad, a book by two Americans also charging Bin Mahfouz with funding terrorists. 24 Although the authors apparently stood by their book, the Press apologized to Bin Mahfouz and paid a substantial monetary settlement, pulped all the remaining copies of the book, and asked libraries world-wide to remove the volume from their shelves. 25 Mahfouz. With respect to writing about terror, reports suggest that libel initiatives have had a deterrent effect. 26 Another strand of the recent political libel tourism cases consists of strategic actions brought by wealthy and powerful Eastern European businessmen seeking to deflect charges of criminal activity or corruption at home or in the United States by suing for defamation in England. 27 Such actions have targeted both the large institutional press and small, niche-readership organs. On one end of the size spectrum for defendants, the English High Court of Justice, Queens Bench, issued a default judgment in favor of Ethiopian-born Saudi billionaire Mohammed Al Amoudi in his libel action against the publisher of the U.S. note 2, at 48; Hartley, supra note 1, at 32. The Washington Times was apparently sued in an English court by an international businessman with a contract to sell cell phones in Iraq even though there had been only a minimal number of hits from England on the paper's website. Balin et al., supra note 4, at 109-110. An Icelandic bank sued a Danish newspaper in England over reports criticizing the bank's tax advice, even though the paper's web site on which the articles were posted had very limited traffic. Id. at 110. The case was settled for significant damages, reimbursement of legal costs, and a public apology on the paper's site. Id. Older cases brought in England by non-residents against non-British publications include a suit by former Greek Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou against TIME magazine. Eastern countries with alleged ties to terrorism.").
514
[Vol. 60 connection with an article accusing him of corruption. 3 0 Recently, the Court of Appeal allowed a libel by innuendo case by the wife of a former long-time mayor of Moscow to proceed against the Sunday Times for an article stating that she, Russia's wealthiest woman, had bought a 2100 million home in England. 3 1 The claim could be deemed defamatory because the claimant had not identified such a property in her response to a Russian property disclosure decree and could therefore be deemed to have violated Russian law. While Ukrainian gas company billionaire Dimitry Firtash's high-profile defamation suit against the Kyiv Post was recently dismissed, 32 this group of political defamation claimants has been quite successful in England overall-despite having few ties to England, international (rather than specifically English) reputations, and complaining of both speech and speakers with tangential English connections. 33 With respect to the second category of libel tourism cases-academic critique-defamation law has threatened scientific inquiry and academic freedom of expression. On the science front, an American medical device manufacturer brought a case in England in 2007 against Dr. Peter Wilmshurst, a British cardiologist. The suit was based on statements questioning the efficacy of the company's product that he made at a conference in the United States, and were quoted on a Canadian web site. The easy availability of foreign fora for libel suits has also threatened the sharp critiques and challenges traditional in academic culture in the context of book reviews. 40 the lengthy and expensive process-which the damages award would be unlikely to coverled to significant concern about the effect of libel laws on academic freedom. 4 1 More broadly, the fact that libel claims constitute criminal charges not just in France, but in other countries as well, also doubtless has an intimidating effect on speech. 42 This is particularly true when criminal actions for defamation can be instituted by private parties or when local law requires public prosecutors presumptively to go forward with private complaints. 43 It is the very nature of the chilling effect to be hidden. The existence of self-censorship is not readily established by objective proof. Moreover, litigation is always in some sense strategic, libel plaintiffs will always want to find jurisdictions with claimant-friendly laws, and claimants genuinely concerned about their reputations may care less about monetary recovery than judicial exoneration. "It is unsurprising that plaintiffs in defamation and privacy matters would forum-shop." 45 Furthermore, to be sure, the English cases that are commonly grouped into the libel tourism category do not all reflect the same degree of connection between England and the parties. There is also variability in the degree of connection deemed sufficient by local courts. At least in some of the English cases, the claimants did have some connections with the forum. Nevertheless, there is something troubling about the strategic character of current libel tourism actions to the extent that they reflect the use of law to reinforce power, intimidate critics, and deflect political discussion. And the combination of the plaintiffs' and defendants' weak ties to England and the focus of the disputed speech in these cases suggest that these ties should not be considered sufficient for the routine exercise of jurisdiction or for the application of English law by English courts. Thus far, England has been the most common forum choice for libel tourists because of claimant-friendly defamation law.
4 8 In contrast to American doctrine, the plaintiff makes out a prima facie case of defamation under current English law simply by establishing that the defendant has published a defamatory statement about her.
9
The falsity of the statement is presumed and it is the defendant who has the burden of proving its truth as a defense. 5 0 There is no counterpart to the American "actual malice" rule. 5 1 England also applies the multiple publication rule, meaning that each publication of the offending material is considered a separate tort. 52 While recent British case-law developments have expanded defenses to defamationincluding adoption of a qualified privilege for "responsible reporting" Damage awards "can be high by international standards" 5 5 and the losing party normally pays the expenses of the litigation. 56 Because English law is both pro-claimant and, in principle, shifts fees to the losing party, foreign defendants reasonably fear liability for extensive costs and fees. To make matters worse, barristers are permitted to represent libel plaintiffs on a "no win, no fee" basis, with the possibility of high "success fees," 57 so that libel plaintiffs have little disincentive not to sue. 5 8 English courts will also issue injunctions on publication. 59 Moreover, transnational litigation has become a profitable area for UK lawyers. 60 Defamation suits in the United Kingdom are a spe- 54. Although the House of Lords expanded the application of the responsible reporting privilege in Jameel v. Wall Street Journal, supra note 53, the burden of proof is still on the defendant, the court must find the reporting fair, reasonable, and necessary to the article, and the notion of the public interest is more narrowly interpreted than in the 57. See JOINT COMMITTEE REPORT, supra note 17, at 50 (describing British Conditional Fee Agreements-CFAs or "no win, no fee" agreements-which "may involve a "success fee" charged by the winning side's lawyers of up to 100% of their costs, potentially doubling the costs of libel action for a losing party [,] " and the fact that "most parties on a CFA presently take out insurance, known as "after-the-event" or ATE insurance [,] " whose "premiums are also likely to be charged to the losing party.").
It should be noted that in early 2011, the cialization of the bar. 6 ' As law firms increasingly develop focused areas of expertise, and as profitability for firms increasingly hinges on international practices, the British libel bar doubtless identifies an expanding market in trans-national defamation cases. English law firms with specialized libel expertise have been accused of "ambulance chasing"-soliciting the interest of potential libel tourist plaintiffs abroad.
62
In addition to differences regarding the level of protection for speakers in substantive defamation law, both English choice of law in defamation cases and British courts' approaches to personal jurisdiction in such suits have been claimant-friendly in trans-national cases. English courts will apply English law to torts committed in England, including publication of defamation in England. Publication under English law occurs in England "each time an item is communicated to another person" there, and each publication constitutes a distinct tort.63 Under current English choice of law rules, because English courts will apply English law to defamation actions in which the plaintiff limits his claim to a remedy for English publication. 6 4 Since each communication of an allegedly defamatory statement is a separate publication under English law, 6 5 English courts apply their own libel law even if foreign publication is much greater than English publication and even if neither the plaintiff nor the defendant is domiciled in England.
66
With respect to jurisdiction over defendants not domiciled in England (or in a member state of the European Union), 6 7 English courts apply English jurisdictional rules. 6 8 Under those rules, English 61. For a listing of UK firms specializing in defamation law as identified by a company providing guides to the legal profession, see, e.g., PSB Law LLP, Defamation/reputation Management: An Introduction, CHAMBERS AND PARTNERS, http:// www.chambersandpartners.com/uk/Editorial/45166# (last visited Dec. 22, 2011) .
62. See, e.g., Bernstein, supra note 1, at 220, 222-23. See also H.R. 6146 Hearing, supra note 4, at 42 (statement of Laura Handman) ("[v] irtually every demand letter we receive these days from a U.S. lawyer is now accompanied by one from a British solicitor"); Partlett, supra note 6, at 655 (on specialized British bar 
. (L 12) 1 (EC) (Brussels I). See
Hartley, supra note 1 at 28 and citations therein. Accordingly, in cross-border libel cases in which jurisdiction is claimed under Brussels I, Article 5(3), the claimant may sue in the place where the material is distributed, but must limit the claim to the damage caused by the publication in the forum territory. Id. at 28-29 (describing rule in Shevill v. Presse Alliance SA). The issue of EU jurisdiction rules is beyond the scope of this paper.
68. Hartley, supra note 1, at 28.
courts can exercise jurisdiction if the defamatory item was distributed in England. 69 Although English courts-unlike continental courts-will apply the deference rule of forum non conveniens when the courts of another country would be a more appropriate forum, in practice they do not ordinarily do so in libel cases because they consider any distribution of the challenged item in England to constitute a publication in England, thereby making England an appropriate forum. 7 0 Because, according to Professor Hartley, most international libel plaintiffs can claim to have some kind of reputation in England, defendants are not able to avail themselves of the only exception to this forum non conveniens rule: namely, when the plaintiff does not have a significant English reputation. 7 ' Indeed, it is said that British courts have expanded their assertion of jurisdiction on the theory that the Internet gives plaintiffs a greater interest in the protection of their reputations. 72 Moreover, English courts "take the view that material on the Internet is published in England whenever it can be downloaded in England . . . . [T] his means that all material on the Internet is regarded as being published in England." 7 3 Similarly, books available in England through e-retailers are also considered published there. 74 Keeping in mind today's global media markets and multi-national media companies, "it is fair" to conclude, as does Professor Hartley, that "the requirement of publication in England no longer constitutes a significant safeguard against exorbitant jurisdiction." 75 Also, even though English courts purport to make the plaintiff whole only for damages resulting from publication in England, the remedies they impose are in fact not that limited. This is particularly true with respect to injunctions. If an author is enjoined from making However, this has been rare in libel cases. Staveley-O'Carroll, supra note 4, at 264 (citing to an English case in which the court opined that "it will only be in rare cases that it is appropriate to strike out an action as an abuse on the ground that the claimant's reputation has suffered only minimal damage and/or there has been no real and substantial tort within the jurisdiction.").
71. There are also significant practical differences to litigating defamation in England. Most importantly, the financial burden of litigating a defamation case can be enormous. It is reported that the cost of English and Welsh libel actions was apparently 140 times higher than the European average in 2008.77 From exorbitant fees to the requirement of representation by both barristers and solicitors, the English legal system is an invitation to wealthy plaintiffs and an undeniable deterrent to defendants with limited purses. 7 8
The United Kingdom is not the only forum for libel tourists, however. Other Commonwealth countries, such as Australia, New Zealand and Singapore, as well as Kyrgyztan and even France (with its criminal libel laws) have also seen libel claims against defendants with limited ties to the fora. 79 Moreover, members of the European Union will normally recognize and enforce other Member States' civil and commercial judgments. 8 0 Thus, defamation judgments under even the most onerous of EU Members' libel laws would presumably be recognized and enforced elsewhere in the European Union.
C. The SPEECH Act
The SPEECH Act is the first American national legislation designed to address the libel tourism problem. 8 It provides that U.S. courts shall not recognize or enforce foreign defamation judgments unless the defamation law applied by the foreign courts provided at 76. Id. at 31-32 ("a remedy granted for publication in England will almost always have an impact on freedom to publish").
77. See FREE SPEECH Is NOT FOR SALE, supra note 13, at 5 (citing to A COMPARA-
TIVE STUDY IN DEFAMATION
PROCEEDINGs ACRoss EUROPE, PROGRAMME IN COMPARATIVE MEDIA LAW AND POLICY, Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, University of Oxford, December 2008)). See also Sanchez, supra note 6, at 483-84 (reporting that UK libel costs in libel cases "easily exceed[] $1,000,000," and noting that American Professor Deborah Lipstadt and her publisher spent over E2,000,000 in English historian David Irving's defamation case, in which defendants were ultimately victorious at trial.).
78. Staveley-O'Carroll, supra note 4, at 259 (noting that "litigation costs can run into the millions because British cases typically require multiple attorneys, each of whom may charge as much as L 1300 per hour.") Hartley, supra note 1, at 26 ("No wonder that the rich and famous come from the four corners of the globe to bring libel actions in England."). See also id. at 32.
79. See, e.g., Balin et al., supra note 4, at 99 n.4; Staveley-O'Carroll, supra note 4, at 263; Sturtevant, supra note 6, at 280-82. See also MELKONIAN, supra note 6, at 277 n.56 (citing to German court exercise of jurisdiction over the New York Times over a story appearing on the newspaper's website).
80. Brussels I, supra note 67. 81. See supra Introduction. In addition to state statutes, the SPEECH Act was preceded by judicial decisions denying enforcement to foreign libel actions on grounds of public policy. least as much protection for freedom of speech and the press as the First Amendment and the law of the state in which the domestic court is located, 82 or unless the party opposing recognition would have been found liable by a domestic court applying U.S. federal and local law. 83 The burden of making either of these showings is on the foreign judgment holder seeking to enforce the foreign judgment. 8 4 The Act also provides that a domestic court shall not recognize or enforce a foreign judgment for defamation unless the U.S. court determines that the exercise of personal jurisdiction by the foreign court comported with the due process requirements imposed on domestic courts by the U.S. Constitution. 8 5 Again, the burden is on the libel claimant to show that U.S. due process standards for personal jurisdiction would have been met by the foreign court's process.
86
The SPEECH Act contains a separate provision that allows a judgment defendant to bring an action for a declaration that the foreign defamation judgment is "repugnant to the constitution or laws of the United States." 8 7 A judgment would be repugnant to the constitution or laws of the United States when it would not be enforceable under the provisions of the Act. 88 For declaratory judgments, the burden of establishing non-enforceability is on the party bringing the action. 8 9 Legislative history suggests that the reason for this provision was to allow American defendants to "clear [their] name[s]" 90 even if the judgment holder did not seek to enforce the judgment here. The statutory provision for such declaratory judgments also establishes nationwide service of process. 9 1
The statute also contains a specific provision extending Section 230 Internet provider immunity to ISPs found liable for defamation in foreign courts. 92 Thus, foreign defamation judgments against the providers of interactive computer services, such as the hosts of message boards and blogs, would not be recognized or enforced if 82. SPEECH Act, 28 U.S.C.A., supra note 5, at § 4102 (a) (1) The SPEECH Act contains an attorney's fees provision as well, pursuant to which a party prevailing in its opposition to recognition or enforcement of the foreign judgment under the SPEECH Act would be granted reasonable fees "absent exceptional circumstances." 9 4
II. WHAT'S REALLY AT STAKE-ASESSING THE SPEECH ACT
The Internet and the global businesses it enables pose an oftennoted challenge to territoriality. 95 Because both reputations and publication are now so often global, local differences in defamation regimes pose a much more practical problem than in the past. 9 6 Has the United States responded adequately? 9 7 93. Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 230. 94. SPEECH Act, 28 U.S.C.A., supra note 5, at § 1405. This attorneys fee provision does not seem to apply in the declaratory judgment actions permitted under the statute (except, presumably, to the extent that there is a counterclaim for enforcement in the declaratory judgment action). Id. See MELKONIAN, supra note 6, at 254 (discussing indirect effect of this clause on the exercise of comity, and id., at 255-56 (asserting that the attorney's fees provision renders § 4102(a)(1)(B) "somewhat illusionary.").
95. See, e.g., Hartley, supra note 1; Garnett & Richardson, supra note 4 at 473 (" [u] ntil recently, transnational libel actions did not occur often and so the scope for conflict with legal regimes which were less generous to claimants was limited. However, the huge increase in Internet publications in the past ten years has led to a proliferation of libel litigation particularly before English courts."); Partlett, supra note 6.
96. In addition to the effect of global communications, changes in legal culture may have helped fuel the increase in foreign libel actions against American speakers. The legal profession is arguably becoming increasingly specialized, both in the United States and abroad. A recent report notes that several important British law firms have developed expertise in libel law, and may have taken to soliciting business for this area of expertise. SULLIVAN, LIBEL TouRIsM REPORT, supra note 6, at 15. When wealthy clients seeking to avoid press attention have access to lawyers with structural incentives to develop particular areas of expertise, we can anticipate an increase in sophisticated libel claims.
97. One could be cynical about the furor over libel tourism. As evidenced by the very title of New York's "Libel Terrorism Act," there may be linkages between critiques of libel tourism and American anti-terror rhetoric. See Partlett, supra note 6, at 640-41 (noting connection in the rhetoric). See also MELKONIAN, supra note 6, at 2 ("The term libel tourism has ... morphed into the even more politically loaded epithet of libel terrorism. . ."); id. at 242 ("[l] ibel tourism is sometimes even referred to as libel terrorism undoubtedly to create an even more urgent need for restricting the law of comity.") Some commentators have referred to some English libel cases as "soft jihad," or "lawfare" by proponents of "radical Islam. The discussion of American libel tourism legislation-whether regarding state law or federal bills-has been largely bi-modal. Scholars argue either that such legislation is an unduly robust extraterritorial assertion of U.S. constitutional law, or that it is an example of inappropriate foreign (e.g., English) legal imperialism.
On one side of the debate in the legal literature are those who claim that U.S. courts should routinely recognize and enforce foreign libel judgments against American speakers, even if the defendants and the publication at issue have insignificant contacts with the foreign forum. On this view, American courts have an obligation to enforce even "un-American" foreign judgments because not doing so in the defamation context constitutes nothing more than extraterritorial enforcement of the First Amendment. 9 8 At a minimum, critics on this flank argue that U.S. courts should engage in case-by-case review of such foreign judgments, determining when recognition of the judgment should be considered contrary to American public policy. 9 9 about libel tourism was little more than a disguised attempt by a government interested in expanding its power by stoking public fears of terrorism.
Instead of a story of libel tourism hijacked to promote anti-terror policy, however, an alternative reading is available. On this version of the story, those opposed to libel tourism were able to use the fortuitous link between the Ehrenfeld case and terrorism as a hook to induce legislative attention to a much broader problem when free-expression flag-waving would have been ineffective. The fact that the American legislative response has been cloaked in post-9/11 anti-terrorist rhetoric should not distract us from the reality that libel actions abroad against both the press and academics do in fact pose a significant threat of chilling important public discussion-and not just about terror.
98. This view rests on American courts' typical willingness to recognize and enforce foreign judgments in the United States even when the foreign court did not apply law equivalent to U.S. law, so long as the trial met certain fundamental requirements of procedural fairness. See. e.g., Partlett, supra note 6. See also Garnett & Richardson, supra note 4, at 474 (arguing that unavailability of recovery under U.S. law "is itself a powerful reason to adjudicate not only to afford the claimant a right to redress but also to prevent U.S. free speech law having global or "imperialist" effect . . ."); Klein, supra note 10; Mark D. Rosen, Exporting the Constitution, 53 EMoRy L.J. 171, 172 (2004); Rosen, supra note 81; Zick, supra note 6, at 1588 ("The extraterritorial application of Sullivan may be viewed by other nations as a form of rights imperialism.").
99. One could make the following argument: Broadly speaking, there appear to be three types of situations covered by the SPEECH Act. One is the prototypical libel tourism situation-where neither the claimant nor the defendant has significant connections to England, but the material appeared on the Internet or a few copies of the book were sold in England. The second situation is where there is a real and substantial connection to England, but also to a number of other jurisdictions. An example of this kind would be a claimant with significant English connections and reputation, but a defendant with no British connections, minimal publication in England, and a topic of public interest in the United States. The third situation is where there is a real and substantial connection to England, but not particularly to other places, such as the United States, with regard to the speech at issue. An example of this third category might be an American who traveled to London and carried a sign around [Vol. 60 Such scholars might prefer the SPEECH Act to have been formulated not in constitutional terms, but in more modest choice of law terms, allowing American courts to refuse to enforce a foreign libel judgment based on a faulty choice of law analysis. 1 0 0
On the opposite side of the debate are those who oppose what they see as English libel law imperialism. These critics call for legislation that would allow American courts to issue declaratory judgments labeling foreign libel judgments against American authors repugnant, and to assert long arm jurisdiction over foreign libel plaintiffs solely on the ground of their foreign lawsuits against the American defendants. 10 1 Though differing as to the best remedy, they all agree that legislation that simply prohibits recognition and enforcement of foreign libel judgments in the United States is not sufficiently speech-protective by failing to impose costs on claimants who sue U.S. speakers abroad.
While the absolutism of the SPEECH Act may be overbroad, nonrecognition is clearly appropriate at least in the prototypical case of libel tourism where neither the defendant nor the plaintiffs have real ties to the foreign forum.
1 0 2 Moreover, there is no a priori metric that would allow us to distinguish between degrees of repressiveness with regard to speech, and a rational argument could be made-and has been made by the British movement to change English libel lawthat the current British law is unduly repressive. Therefore, non-recognition is not excessively offensive even with respect to another common category of cases, where the connections are more extensive both to the foreign forum and others. Also, European courts frequently refuse to enforce American tort judgments or limit the Trafalgar Square asserting that David Cameron was a crook. Although the SPEECH Act would appear to cover all three of these situations, a good argument could be made that the first-and perhaps the second-are far better candidates for non-recognition of judgments than the third. But the SPEECH Act is a blanket prohibition and may be read to deprive the courts of discretion to distinguish among these situations. If a U.S. court were free to determine, in the usual way, whether a damage award from a foreign state was based on a highly repressive law and therefore contrary to U.S. policy, then, arguably, the United States would be sending a less dismissive message to the British courts.
100. See McFarland, supra note 1 (arguing that "the proper solution to these competing concerns [free speech and reputation] should be grounded on jurisdictional restraint rather than substantive hubris. U.S. courts should refuse recognition and enforcement of foreign libel judgments only where those judgments are issued by a tribunal lacking jurisdiction. damages awarded because of differences in the law regarding punitive damages. In any event, the SPEECH Act is more modest than prior proposed federal legislation. 0 3 Moreover, while it denies domestic effect to some foreign libel judgments, it nevertheless does not necessarily eliminate judicial discretion.1 0 4 It does not seek to impose punishment on the foreign libel litigant simply for having commenced a suit abroad, nor does it expand long-arm jurisdiction on that basis alone. See, e.g., Moore, supra note 6 (arguing for the extension of long-arm jurisdiction over foreigners who file defamation actions against American parties in foreign courts after a judgment has been obtained.) In any event, more aggressive legislation that would nevertheless avoid some of the objections to New York's libel law and the proposed federal Libel Terrorism Protection Act could surely be crafted. The legislative history of the SPEECH Act shows that Congress considered the possibility of more far-reaching legislation and chose to limit itself (not only because it had questions about the constitutionality of the assertion of jurisdiction in prior bills, but also because of concerns of international comity). See Transcript, Markup of H.R. 2765, H. Comm. on the Judiciary 11-12 (June 10, 2009), http://judiciary.house.gov/hearings/ transcripts/transcript090610.pdf (last visited Dec. 22, 2011) . See also Staveley-O'Carroll, supra note 4, for a discussion of comity in the context of New York's Rachel's Law.
The SPEECH
104. Admittedly, it is unclear whether U.S. courts will interpret the SPEECH Act to require "exact congruence" between American and foreign law. Sanchez, supra note 6, at 511. Cf. Pontigon v. Lord, 340 S.W. 2d 315 (2011) (in what appears to be the first case addressing application of the SPEECH Act, remanding for consideration of the Act in connection with a recognition of a Canadian defamation judgment). The inquiry required under the SPEECH Act is complex. Professor Melkonian recognizes that the determination of whether U.S. and foreign law are "equal," as required by the statute, is "more obtuse" than the inquiry whether foreign law is "repugnant" to U.S. policy under traditional principles of comity, (see MELKONIAN, supra note 6, at 262), and expressing the concern that "the language of the libel tourism laws may preclude comity where it should be granted [,] " (id. at 270); he nevertheless argues that the Act does not prohibit American courts from engaging in comity analysis. Id. at 268.
B. The SPEECH Act's Unintended Consequences for Important Categories of Speech
Regardless of where we come out on the debate, however, the practical limit of the SPEECH Act is that it is unlikely to achieve its stated goals or to reduce the chilling effect of libel tourism. Although the Act is likely to have some salutary effects, it will principally reassure speakers unaffiliated with global information providers and unburdened by significant assets outside the United States. It gives far less consolation to members of the global institutional press and publishers with assets abroad.
The SPEECH Act is likely to have both a symbolic and actual (albeit limited) speech-protective effect. In recognizing a cause of action for declaratory judgments regarding foreign libel judgments, the legislation creates an opportunity for American speakers to provide a public counter-story without undertaking foreign litigation. Moreover, the Act can deter some forum shopping through its attorney's fees and national personal jurisdiction provisions. Symbolically, the Act helps to put pressure on English law and English judges.
Despite American non-recognition, however, the foreign defamation judgment will still stand and may be enforceable elsewhere. Especially in light of the European Union regulations regarding recognition of judgments in the EU, 0 5 a British libel judgment could be satisfied not only from the defendant's assets in Britain, but from assets in other EU member countries as well. Thus, a company with assets outside the United States will still be vulnerable to enforcement of British judgments anywhere in the European Union.
Unlike impoverished bloggers who do not wish to travel to the United Kingdom or the rest of the European Union, the large, mainstream, institutional news organizations with the resources to fund hard-hitting accountability journalism must remain extremely concerned about libel judgments. The economic reality of news and media organizations today is that they are often multi-national in character. American media companies maintain extensive operations, agents, and assets in members of the European Union.10 6 American publishers as well have world-wide connections and assets.' 0 7 These assets and interests outside the United States would be available to satisfy foreign libel judgments.
Ironically, then, regardless of the SPEECH Act, libel tourism will continue to deter precisely the type of responsible news reporting, fact investigation, or expert professional commentary that is most socially beneficial and accurate. An unintended consequence of the 105. Brussels I, supra note 67. 106. Thus, entities like News Corp, for example, would not be much aided by the SPEECH Act's protections. See Maly, supra note 6, at 922-23.
107. Hartley, supra note 1, at n.32. statute in operation is that it will be far less protective of the traditional journalist with training in journalistic and editorial standards than of the hypothetical individual blogger with no European assets, no connection with the institutional press, and little if any commitment to mainstream journalism standards. As a practical matter then, the SPEECH Act reserves its highest level of practical protection for speakers most isolated from the international stage. This is particularly worrisome because of the handicaps under which the traditional press with foreign assets already operates. Selfcensorship triggered by libel tourism could well be the death knell for any hope of reviving a truly effective democratic press. Volumes have been written in the past several years about the dire economic circumstances currently facing mainstream journalism. Concern for the bottom line by consolidated, publicly held news organizations has already led to be blurring of the boundary between news and entertainment, reduced commitment to resource-intensive investigative reporting, closure of foreign news bureaus, and wholesale firing of experienced print journalists.
10 8 Certain kinds of investigative reporting also draw much of their life blood from comments on deep background or by anonymous sources. This is particularly true with respect to investigative reporting in countries where whistleblowers have neither de jure nor de facto protection from retaliation. It is not unlikely that writers involved in at least some libel tourism suits brought for political purposes would have relied on confidential sources and therefore have difficulty proving the truth of their stories. 1 0 9 Legal regimes requiring the libel defendant to prove the truth of her statement create structural problems for the kind of investigative journalism which relies on confidential sources whose identities could not be revealed to prove truth. In such circumstances, riskaverse news organizations will rationally reduce their support for this kind of risky journalism. Libel tourism is a reason for doing so, or at least can provide the excuse.
The threat of a foreign libel suit in the academic context is perhaps even more powerful than the threat of defamation actions against the institutional press. Libel tourism is likely to inhibit all scholars, particularly those publishing on controversial issues or using anonymous sources. Whether or not they are affiliated with academic institutions, authors whose publishers have international 109. Especially in countries with widespread corruption or those without credibly enforced whistleblower protections, it is highly unlikely that the reporters' sources would be willing to be identified. Without being able to produce these sources, the defamation defendant in an English action cannot realistically win.
[Vol. 60assets and connections will face the chilling effect of trans-national libel actions. It is also to be expected that academic publishers-limited in number and not very profitable to begin with-will likely be easily intimidated by threats of foreign libel actions in receptive jurisdictions.o 1 0 Scholars' ability to self-publish through the Internet is of no help. The unwritten rules of advancement in academic life still endow high-ranking university presses with significant power vis-Avis authors: more wish to publish with Harvard or Oxford University Press than can do so. Also, the relationship between author and academic publisher is not at all like the relationship between newspaper and journalist. In the mainstream press, journalists are typically employed by their newspapers or television stations, develop reputations that enhance the institutional reputation of their employers, and function as elements in complex reporting structures including editors. They are unlikely to be fired simply because of one story and traditionally receive litigation support from their employers, so long as they were acting in the course of their employment. By contrast, authors do not have such ongoing relationships with their publishers. Even if a work's publisher helps defend against a libel suit over a book it has already published, it is very easy for the press to refuse to publish the author's next offering for reasons of risk-aversity. Indeed, publishers are likely to avoid authors who have been defendants in libel suits even if the suit involved a different publisher."' 1 Scholars who do not have university affiliations are entirely at the mercy of their publishers. 112 On the academic front, libel tourism is likely to be most inhibiting to academic researchers who do not have the support of large, heavily-endowed institutions, to scholars who focus on controversial public issues, and to those who use anonymous sources.' 1 3 Commercial publishers as well have refused to 112. This is not just a hypothetical concern-Rachel Ehrenfeld has testified that she has had difficulties finding publishers for work in her field. H.R. 6146 Hearing, supra note 4, at 4 (statement of Rachel Ehrenfeld).
113. What about the claims that "[t]he structure of the Internet militates against the suppression of speech of public interest [,] " and that "defamation litigation will be a hollow threat in deterring speech[?]" Partlett, supra note 6, at 658. Professor Partlett may be right that " [t] he publicity in the wake of the [Ehrenfeld] ligitation stimulated a market for her book that one doubts would have been otherwise available[ I" and that "[i]nformation will leak out." Id. Indeed, Wikileaks may count as an object lesson. But we should not dismiss reports of publishers' wariness to deal with authors who have been defamation defendants. Publishers would not necessarily expect a positive effect on sales of other books that might be found defamatory under foreign law, and profits from expected notoriety would not necessarily lead them to take more litigation risk. The press and publishers have choices in what to publish and can always devise rational explanations for more risk-averse elections. More generally, while the decentralized nature of the Internet may push expression to be disseminated once created, regardless of defamation law, it does not address what publish books in the United Kingdom because of concern about libel suitS.1 14 In sum, then, a fundamental practical failing of the SPEECH Act is that it leaves open too broad a field for libel tourism's chilling effect. But the solution is not the adoption of even more aggressive legislation. Certainly, a statute permitting a very extensive exercise of personal jurisdiction (based simply on the claimant's commencement of a foreign lawsuit, for example) would raise significant constitutional questions under U.S. law. Even if a narrowly drafted statute of this kind would pass constitutional muster, as some commentators have suggested," 5 it is unlikely that a foreign court would recognize and enforce a judgment issued by an American court against the foreign plaintiff in such circumstances. Accordingly, the legislation would again help only those defendants who have been sued by a claimant with significant assets in the United States. Even with respect to such claimants, claw-back provisions in existing UK legislation would allow persons required to pay treble damages, for example, to claim them back.1 6 Moreover, even though more aggressive options are still open to Congress if it finds the SPEECH Act approach insufficiently effective, there is the possibility of backlash from foreign jurisdictions whose judicial pronouncements are disregarded. For example, Professor Hartley has suggested that legislation imposing treble damages on an English libel plaintiff "would invite retaliation."" 7 While it is true that European courts have routinely chosen not to recognize and enforce American tort judgments against European defendants because of inconsistent approaches to punitive damages and high damage awards, statutory provisions significantly more aggressive than the SPEECH Act would likely be seen in England and the rest of the European Union as even more inconsistent with general principles of comity.
factors deter or diminish the creation of expression in the first place. The argument that the volume of speech overall might not be substantially reduced also says nothing about whether particular expressions that would contribute to the quality of discourse would not be constrained. Simply put, the story of Wikileaks cannot be told without assessing the effects on speech of the reactions to Wikileaks. Bill, although commentators were far from unanimous on the need for reform.1 2 0 Now that consultations have been completed on the bill and the joint Parliamentary committee has released its report, it is time for the Government to decide whether and how to revise the bill for submission to Parliament.
A. The Draft Defamation Bill
With respect to the issue of libel tourism, the draft legislation contains three particularly significant elements.121 First, the bill states that "[a] statement is not defamatory unless its publication has caused or is likely to cause substantial harm to the reputation of the claimant."1 2 2 Second, the draft adopts a single publication rule for statute of limitations purposes, pursuant to which any libel action for a statement would be "treated as having accrued on the date of first publication"123 so long as the subsequent publication was not [a] court does not have jurisdiction to hear and determine an action to which this section applies unless the court is satisfied that, of all the places in which the statement complained of has been published, England and Wales is clearly the most appropriate place in which to bring an action in respect of the statement.1 27
The draft statute also indicates that it only applies to England and Wales.1 28 Notably-although probably more for domestic British defamation suits than for trans-national actions, the proposed bill states that "[tirial [is to be] without a jury unless the court orders otherwise,"129 and it revises provisions on defenses.' 3 0
B. Benefits, Limits, and a Suggestion
While the draft libel reform bill articulates the goal of balancing free speech and the protection of reputation, there is likely to be significant debate about whether it does so appropriately. Upon its springtime release, British observers noted that the draft bill has "had a mixed reception."131 On the one hand, the recently published report of the Joint Committee on the Draft Defamation Bill concluded that it did not "strike a fair balance" between protecting reputation and free speech "in some important respects."1 3 2 On the other hand, some people worry that it significantly changes current British defamation law in favor of defamation defendants without sufficiently searching analysis .'" 124. Id., Clause 6(4). The proposed bill provides that "in determining whether the manner of subsequent publication is materially different from the manner of the first publication, the matters to which the court may have regard include (amongst other matters)-(a) the level of prominence that a statement is given; (b) the extent of the subsequent publication." Id. 
133.
Despite a ringing endorsement of the free press in the Deputy Prime Minister's introduction of the draft libel bill, some observers conclude that it completely
The proposed bill, if adopted, would definitely reduce casual libel tourism of the prototypical sort. 134 The element most designed to address libel tourism is the proposed bill's jurisdictional provision. The primary goal of English reforms, from the point of view of protecting against libel tourism, should be that English courts limit the transnational defamation cases they hear. In helping defendants when England is not "clearly the most appropriate" place to bring an action, 3 5 the proposed bill is clearly designed to go in that direction.
The legislation would also stop English courts from presuming harm to reputation in England simply from global communication of the defendant's allegedly defamatory speech. If the courts were to engage in rigorous assessments of the actual damage to the plaintiffs reputation in England, speech-friendly results would follow in many libel tourism cases where claimants did not have significant British reputations subjected to substantial harm. Similarly, the adoption of a single publication rule for statute of limitations purposes would cer- 135. DRAr DEFAMATION BILL, at Clause 7(2). This is consistent with Professor Hartley's thoughtful approach: he suggests that reforms could be made either to choice of law or to jurisdiction under English law (Hartley, supra note 1 at 25, 32) "so as to give effect to the superior interest of foreign countries in cases where neither party is domiciled in England and the defendant has not specially targeted England." Id. at 34. Professor Hartley also suggests that English courts could change their application of forum non conveniens to adopt "some kind of single-publication rule for this purpose." Id. at 37. "In determining whether England is an appropriate forum for the proceedings, all instances of publication shall be taken together as if they constitute a single tort, even if the claim is limited to a remedy for publication in England." Id. The draft legislation does not address forum non conveniens.
Professor Hartley is of course right that changes to the application of forum non conveniens could do much to eliminate the threat of English libel tourism to American defendants. As the English Supreme Court could adopt a single publication rule for purposes of forum non conveniens analysis, difficulties one might expect with legislative processes might be avoided. ( The draft bill has been criticized for being both excessively and insufficiently defendant-protective.1 3 7 To those who find it too protective, it should be noted that the bill still affords judges a great degree of discretion to hear trans-national libel cases. For example, with respect to the injury requirement, how will courts determine whether a statement "has caused or is likely to cause substantial harm" to the claimant's reputation? What should count as "substantial" harm? Even if the phrase "has caused" harm is unexceptionable, how is a court to determine whether a statement "is likely to" cause substantial harm?' 3 8 Although a reasonable reading requires that the substantial harm to the claimant's reputation must be in Britain, the statute does not explicitly say so, and provides no guidance regarding the factors courts should assess to characterize the claimant's British reputation.
The draft bill's single publication rule is also limited. The rule still gives courts significant discretion to determine whether and to what extent the subsequent publication was made in the same manner as the prior publication. It is not clear how the proposed Clause 6 of the bill would apply to Internet republication of a prior print statement, for example, or to the publication of a prior statement on an obscure blog with few followers.' 3 9 To the extent that the single pub-
136.
See discussion of defenses in MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, REPORT OF THE LIBEL WORKING GROUP, supra note 6, at 22-33.
137. See, e.g., Mullis, Insufficiently Radical?, supra note 133 (recommending that the jurisdictional provision "should be abandoned.").
138. In the Explanatory Notes to the draft bill, the Ministry of Justice states that the "is likely to" language is intended "to cover situations where the harm has not yet occurred at the time the action is commenced." DIAr DEFAMATION BILL, Annex BExplanatory Notes, Note 6, at 73. Since harm would not yet have occurred in these situations, however, on what basis would courts establish that the statement was defamatory? The Explanatory Notes refer to prior cases in which courts required a "threshold of seriousness" in what is defamatory, but this too is a vague standard. Id., Note 7. The Note 7 regarding Clause 1 states that " [t] here is . . . currently potential for trivial cases to be struck out on the basis that they are an abuse of process because so little is at stake [,] " id., but it also points to Jameel v. Dow Jones & Co., [20051 EWCA Civ 75 for the proposition that "there needs to be a real and substantial tort." Id. See also Garnett & Richardson, supra note 4, at 482 (calling for a "real and substantial tort" and discussing Jameel v. Dow Jones, in which the action was dismissed for abuse of process). Yet, there would seem to be a broad spectrum between the two poles of "real and substantial tort" and "trivial cases [with] so little at stake."
139. The Explanatory Notes state that "the definition in subsection (2) is intended to ensure that publication to a limited number of people are covered (for example where a blog has a small group of subscribers or followers)." Darr DEFAMATION BILL, Annex B -Explanatory Notes, Note 42, at 81. But will the fact that the publication is to a blog with a small following mean that the republication will not be deemed to have been made in a different manner? Explanatory Note 44 gives as a "possible example" a situation where "a story has first appeared relatively obscurely in a section of a website where several clicks need to be go through to access it, but has subse-lication rule will not apply whenever a court would find that a republication of a defamatory statement increased the level of prominence of the publication even a little bit, the ambit of the rule's protection is quite narrow.1 40 The draft bill also confirms that courts will continue to have the discretion to extend the one year limitation period for libel "where it is equitable to do so."141 While this provision is designed to "provide a safeguard against injustice," 1 4 2 it creates uncertainty-also a chilling effect.
Another important limit of the draft libel reform bill is that it excludes consideration of costS.1 4 3 As mentioned, one of the critical reasons for the chilling effect of British libel tourism is that English libel litigation is prohibitively expensive.
Finally, the draft bill's jurisdictional provision is also a source of concern. It requires courts to determine whether Britain is "clearly the most appropriate place" to sue in a trans-national matter. But what is to constitute such a "clear" showing? While it is laudable that courts should "consider the overall global picture" in asserting jurisdiction, and while a comparative assessment of damage seems called for by the provision, 144 the "range of factors" to be considered by courts is not clearly set out either in the proposed bill or its Explanatory Notes.1 4 5 The upside is that for libel actions not involving British quently been promoted to a position where it can be directly accessed from the home page of the web site, thereby increasing considerably the number of hits it receives." Id., Note 44, at 82. This example focuses more on the format of the republished statement, rather than the numerosity of its audience.
140. See Sanchez, supra note 6, at 501-02 (on remaining discretion 
145.
Id. The Explanatory Notes state that courts will have a "range of factors" to take into account, "including, for example, whether there is reason to think that the claimant would not receive a fair hearing elsewhere." Id. Under what kinds of circumstances could there be such a conclusion? One possibility is that the drafters were thinking of the Berezovsky case, in which the claimant said that he was compelled to sue in England because even a successful lawsuit in Russia would be discounted as a result of his prominence in his home country. But another possibility-not addressed in the Explanatory Notes-is that a court could find the Sullivan rule in the United States to be a hurdle to a "fair hearing." If so, the jurisdictional provision in the proposed statute would not be of particular help to American defendants.
With respect to Professor Hartley's jurisdictional proposal, it requires a showing that the defendant's communication targeted England "more than any other" country. The proposal would be particularly helpful for Internet communication and publications distributed world-wide via e-commerce sites. Nevertheless, it would require an assessment of whether and how extensively the defendant had made the challenged communication available in England. Although Professor Hartley sees this option as perhaps preferable because "it is more clear-cut and less open to argument[,J" that difference is one of degree rather than kind. This change would require overruling some English court decisions that rejected a targeting analysis for jurisdiction in Internet cases. See Garnett & Richardson, supra note 4, at 476. Moreover, while the
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[Vol. 60 domiciliaries, the statutory presumption seems to be that British courts will hear the claims only if Britain is clearly the best forum. The downside is that the courts have great discretion in making that determination. 1 4 6 suggestion is quite sensible, it could be challenged for imposing too high a burden for claimants to meet and for inviting extensive litigation as well. See MINISTRY OF Jus-TICE, REPORT OF THE LIBEL WORKING GROUP, supra note 6, at 12 (discussing complexities of targeting notion).
The Ministry of Justice Report of the Libel Working Group suggested the possibility of amending the jurisdictional rules in defamation cases to include a "list of nonexhaustive criteria" to be considered, such as:
-The level of targeting of a publication at a readership in this jurisdiction compared with elsewhere -The level of publication in this jurisdiction compared with elsewhere -Whether the claimant has a reputation to protect specifically in England and Wales -Whether a significant amount of damage is done in this jurisdiction compared with elsewhere -The level of connection of the claimant to England and Wales (including domicile) compared with elsewhere -The level of connection of the defendant to England and Wales (including domicile) compared with elsewhere MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, REPORT OF THE LIBEL WORKING GROUP, supra note 6, at 13.
Like Professor Hartley, Professors Garnett and Richardson also focus on restraining the exercise of English jurisdiction. Garnett & Richardson, supra note 4 at 482. Approvingly citing to recent Canadian cases requiring "a real and substantial connection between the forum and the action before jurisdiction can be exercised [,] " Garnett and Richardson suggest that English courts adopt a middle ground between current English practice and U.S. views on jurisdiction, asking domestic courts to "exercise restraint when dealing with foreign defendants and limit jurisdiction to cases where harm to the claimant in the forum was reasonably foreseeable." Id. at 484. They argue that, like their Canadian counterparts, English judges should "examine all the factors surrounding the action and the parties including where the publication had its greatest impact [,] " as well as considering the intention of the person posting the material . . ." Id. at 483. They also call for courts to apply forum non conveniens doctrine "more rigorously in libel cases." Id.at 485.
146. Professor Hartley proposes an amendment to the English civil procedure rules on jurisdiction to prohibit jurisdiction in defamation cases unless "(a) the claimant is domiciled in England and Wales; or (b) the defendant has taken significant steps to make the offending material available in England and Wales and has targeted that jurisdiction more than any other." Hartley, supra note 1, at 37. (He would use this language even if the European Union were to extend Brussels I, its jurisdictional regulation, to defamation actions involving defendants domiciled outside the EU, and therefore make EU law rather than English law "the main focus of attention for finding a solution to the problem of libel tourism." Id.)
Another jurisdictional solution was proposed by English PEN, pursuant to which "[o case should be accepted in this jurisdiction unless at least 10 percent of copies of the relevant publication have been circulated here." FREE SPEECH Is NOT FOR SALE, supra note 13, at 9, 12. While this suggestion has the virtue of providing numerical certainty, it may be criticized as arbitrary and over-inclusive. See MINISTRY OF Jus-TICE, REPORT OF THE LIBEL WORKING GROUP, supra note 6, at 13 (discussing how "readership levels of publications in this jurisdiction may not be what one might expect.").
Finally, Professors Garnett and Richardson's jurisdictional approach would engage courts in inquiring whether the defendant intended to harm the plaintiff or could have reasonably foreseen the harm in the forum. A subjective intent to harm standard would often presumably lead to a pro-defendant result. But the foreseeabil-If English courts take jurisdiction in trans-national libel cases, there will of course be a choice-of-law issue, which will be decided under English choice-of-law rules.
1 4 7 The English rules provide that the law of the jurisdiction with the closest connection be applied. That is extremely malleable, but suggests that if the plaintiff is elsewhere, English law should not apply. Even if the plaintiff has some connections with England, however, English courts should carefully take into account U.S. First Amendment-based policies when they assess the significance of the connections of the defendant and the communication with the United States. 1 4 8 An expansive notion of ity standard, depending on how it was interpreted, would tend in the other direction and overly valorize reputation interests. 148. This is why Professor Melkonian's recent call for the exercise of comity to solve libel tourism problems is unduly limited. See MELKONIAN, supra note 6, at 271. As for choice of law analysis in trans-national libel cases, Professor Hartley has suggested that English law could be changed to provide for a single publication. He notes that the EU Commission may legislate further with regard to choice of law in tort, entailing the need to address the issue with respect to EU law. Until that happens, however, the proposed solution looks to change merely English choice of law rules. Id. On this model, the "applicable law for the tort of defamation shall be the law of the country with which the tort is most closely connected." Hartley, supra note 1, at. 35. The proposal with respect to choice of law in toto is as follows:
(a) The provisions for this [section] shall apply for the purpose of determining the applicable law in proceedings for defamation in which the defendant is not domiciled in any part of the United Kingdom; (b) For the purpose of this [section] all instances of publication of defamatory material anywhere in the world shall be treated as a single tort and given equal weight, even if the claim is restricted to a remedy for publication in the United Kingdom or some part thereof.
(c) The applicable law for the tort of defamation shall be the law of the country with which the tort is most closely connected. Id. Professor Hartley suggests that this rule, in turn, should define the place where the tort occurred as the one place "with which the relevant elements, taken as a whole, are most closely connected." Ultimately, as Professor Hartley recognizes, even if a single-publication rule were adopted for choice of law and jurisdiction purposes, however, another rule would have to be adopted "to determine where the tort is deemed to have occurred." MIisTRY OF JUSTICE, REPORT OF THE LIBEL WORKING GROUP, supra note 6, at 38. How do we decide where the tort is most closely connected? Which are the relevant elements the judge should consider? Moreover, depending on how the idea of connections to the place of the tort is interpreted, it is possible that the court weighing the connections might not take account of the strength of American interests in freedom of speech and press in any given case.
Professors Garnett and Richardson propose that English courts apply the law of the country with the strongest connection to the case, while recognizing that "a test based on closest connection would be difficult to apply in some cases where the links are evenly spread." Garnett & Richardson, supra note 4, at 486. (Garnett and Richardson conclude, as does Hartley, that a change of this kind to Rome II is unlikely. Id.) Like Professor Hartley's proposal, the Garnett and Richardson option would also entail discretionary factor-counting by British courts and would not necessarily forefront the strength of American interests in political speech even when central in the particular case. The same objection applies to the recent suggestion by Professors free speech and free press is fundamental to the American conception of democracy, and this commitment should weigh heavily in the forum court's choice-of-law determination when it believes that the libel action would be likely to suppress open discourse in the United States about political, governmental, and economic activity.14 9 Such considerations should focus on the likely effect in the United States, and avoid inquiries into the libel tourist's strategic or censorious intent. 5 0 Of course, consideration of such policies, and of their importance to the operation of the U.S. constitutional system, would not necessarily be dispositive, but would rather depend on the nature and significance of contacts with England and other countries. . Such a judicial inquiry would also be required if an English court were to decide whether a defamation claim should be considered an abuse of rights. See Garnett & Richardson, supra note 4, at 487-490. Abuse of rights, which is referred to in Article 17 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), has grounded "a small but developing jurisprudence in the European Court of Human Rights to suggest that where a complaint about a rights violation is motivated by concerns which have more to do with furthering political causes than vindicating the right, this may be a basis to strike out the complaint." Id. at 488. While this jurisprudence has so far been concerned with hate speech, Professors Garnett and Richardson contend that it could extend to Article 8 of the ECHR "where the right to reputation is used as a tool of political censorship." Id. The authors conclude that "[s]uch a development might include the Ehrenfeld-type case where a non-US claimant (or for that matter a US claimant) seeks to prevent a US publisher from releasing material which there is a very high public interest to know-such as allegations of supporting terrorism." Id. Unlike the pure libel tourism case, this approach would apply to "the more squarely English-focused case of Alms for Jihad . . ." Id. Indeed, Garnett and Richardson "suggest that it is these kinds of cases that English judges, considering their role in protecting freedom of speech under the ECHR, as well as more generally, should be especially concerned to address." Id. Nevertheless, this Article suggests that an effects-based, rather than intent-based, inquiry would likely be more administrable. The principal difficulty with the abuse of rights proposal made by Garnett and Richardson is that it involves courts in the assessment of the claimant's motivations. While Garnett and Richardson are right that courts should be able to dismiss cases "where the right to reputation is used as a tool of political censorship [,] " id., the claimant and defendant will frequently disagree as to that issue and engage in expensive litigation on abuse of rights.
151. For example, while the kind of speech involved in defamation cases brought by Hollywood royalty to squelch paparazzi and scandal sheets may well be protected under American law, it is unlikely to implicate the American governmental interest in 540 [Vol. 60
C. The Parliamentary Joint Committee Reaction
The report of the Parliamentary Joint Committee to review the Draft Defamation Act 2011 remarked that "[flor a Bill that is overdue, the Government's current draft may be thought modest."1 52
With respect to matters of particular significance for trans-national libel cases, the Joint Committee Report recommended speech-protective enhancements:1 5 3 replacing the draft Bill's test of "substantial harm" to reputation with a "stricter" test requiring a showing of "serious and substantial harm"1 5 4 ; "extending qualified privilege to peerreviewed articles in scientific or academic journals"1 5 5 ; approving additional protections for online publishers;1 5 6 and clarifying that "the single publication rule should protect anyone who republishes the same material in a similar manner after it has been in the public domain for more than one year." 5 7 Although its Report expressed the the core political speech necessary to the functioning of its democratic and political system. How would this suggestion differ from or change a "connection" analysis like the one proposed by Professor Hartley? If the court did not give significant weight to the American interest in free speech and press, it might define the place of the tort or the parties' connections with Britain more broadly than otherwise. Similarly, if there were a third jurisdiction involved whose laws were also less favorable to the press than those of the United States, the British court might conclude that the weight of connections favored the third state.
One way to think about the consideration suggested above would be in terms of the comparative impairment test developed in the United States, pursuant to which courts facing true conflicts would apply the law of the jurisdiction whose interests 316-18 (1990) . But see Rosen, supra note 81, at 818-21 (criticizing these critiques). In any event, the key suggestion of this Article is to ask British and other foreign courts in trans-national libel cases to assess the significance of the contacts in context, including their impact on the States concerned. One need not embrace governmental interest methodology or its comparative impairment refinement to do so.
152. JOINT COMMITTEE REPORT, supra note 17, at http://www.publications.parlia ment.uk/pa/jt20lOl2/jtselectljtdefam/203/20303.htm (Summary).
153. 
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Id. at 38. The Report also suggests that the Government clarify that "merely transferring a paper-based publication onto the internet, or vice versa, does not in Joint Committee's belief that "the extent of libel tourism ha [d] been exaggerated in some quarters," it nevertheless concluded that "[fioreign parties should not be allowed to use the courts in this country to settle disputes where the real damage is sustained elsewhere or where another jurisdiction is more appropriate." 5 8 It recommended that additional guidance be provided for judicial interpretation of the libel tourism provisions, and suggested that courts "have regard to the damage caused elsewhere in comparison to the damage caused here." 15 9 The Report also suggested that the Government develop a "coherent and principled vision" for the interaction of privacy, reputation and freedom of expression, suggesting the Joint Committee's recognition that privacy tourism might undermine attempts to limit libel tourism.1 60 The Joint Committee's recommendations would, by and large, enhance protection for defamation defendants, although they would not do so as expansively as in the United States. For example, the Joint Committee Report rejected as "inappropriate" calls for a "radical overhaul" of the British "responsible journalism" defense that would "dramatically widen" its scope, bringing the defense "closer to the Unites States model, by focusing on whether the author was acting recklessly and maliciously." 16 1 In addition, although the Joint Committee Report rejected the suggestion to eliminate outright the ability of corporations to sue for defamation, it endorsed the requirement that corporate defamation plaintiffs must show a "serious financial loss" and obtain judicial permission before bringing a libel claim 1 6 2 By contrast, the precise impact on trans-national libel litigation of the Joint Committee's recommended procedural changes designed to reduce the high cost of libel litigation is not certain.163
The Government's next step with regard to libel reform legislation is not clear at this point. Significant changes could be made to the Draft Defamation bill in response to the consultations and the itself amount to republishing in a "materially different" manner, unless the extent of its coverage in the new format is very different." Id.
158. Id. at 8. 159. Id. at 8. See also id. at 36-37, 43. 160. Id. at 5. 161. Joint Committee Report, supra note 17, at 25-26. The Committee did suggest, however, that "when deciding whether publication was responsible, the court should have regard to any reasonable editorial judgment of the publisher on the tone and timing of the publication." Id. at 28. Yet, if the British Parliament or courts decide to condition the responsible publication defense on the publisher's attempts to solicit and print the claimant's version of the story, such a resolution would clash directly with the U.S. Supreme Court's rejection of a newspaper right of reply statute under the First Amendment in Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241 (1974) Joint Committee Report. 164 Perhaps the next draft bill will focus, as the Joint Committee suggests, on procedural approaches to early resolution and cost control. We are left not only with the question whether Parliament will enact the bill into law, but also-perhaps most importantly-how the British courts will exercise their discretion under it. The Joint Committee's liberalizing recommendations notwithstanding, much anti-press sentiment has been generated in England by revelations of widespread telephone hacking by Rupert Murdoch's News of the World tabloid and this might well either decrease enthusiasm for generally press-protective libel reform in English law or delay such developments to coincide with the conclusion of the Government's Leveson Inquiry. 1 6 5 Perhaps careful diplomacy would be a useful component of the American response. 166 In tandem with diplomacy, it is also important 164. In addition, the Government will likely consider, in redrafting its bill, the recent decision of the European Court of Justice in Cases C-509/09 and C-161/10, eDate Advertising GmbH v. X and Olivier Martinez and Robert Martinez v. MGN Ltd., Oct. 25, 2011, available at http://curia.europa.eu/juris/celex.jsf?celex=62009CJ0509&lang 1=en&type=NOT&ancre= (last visited Dec. 22, 2011) . The Grand Chamber of the ECJ, in addressing infringement of personality rights in connection with online content, interpreted Article 5(3) of Brussels I, and, in connection with Article 3 of the Directive on electronic commerce, ruled that, subject to the derogations in Article 3(4), "Member States must ensure that . .. the provider of an electronic commerce service is not made subject to stricter requirements than those provided for by the substantive law applicable in the Member State in which that service provider is established." Id.
165. One of the results of the tabloid scandal has been the government appointment of a commission headed by Lord Justice Brian Leveson to inquire into the "culture, ethics and practices" of British newspapers. John F. Burns, Inquiry Into Press Tactics Turns Tables on Tabloids, org.uk/ (last visited Dec. 20, 2011) . Although defamation law is not included in the Leveson Inquiry's brief, the existence of the Inquiry may well have indirect effects on the consideration of libel reform.
166. See Zick, supra note 6, at 1611 ("In the community of states . .. the process of First Amendment norm transmission will involve persuasion rather than dictation. If it is to occur at all, First Amendment globalism will result from diplomacy, contacts among judges and lawyers of various nations, transnational processes, and the work of nongovernmental organizations."); McFarland, supra note 1 (also arguing for diplomacy). One can understand even the SPEECH Act is as an element of diplomacy-a double signal to England. On the one hand, it, obviously, constitutes a statement that England's courts are handling free speech issues badly in the context of defamation involving U.S. speakers. Simultaneously, however, it sends a second message-that even though Congress considered more stringent reactions to English courts, it chose not to go as far as some had recommended. What could be considered, in context, the relative modesty of the SPEECH Act, then, could be seen as a demonstration of American sensitivity to the different balances other countries strike between reputation and free speech. At the same time, the possibility of more aggressive Congressional reaction could serve to ensure timely consideration by England. Diplomacy goes beyond the signaling functions of legislation, however. It can be helpful in what Professor Zick has called "First Amendment norm transmission." Zick, supra note 6, at 1611.
to keep the issue of forum shopping in libel cases in the news, to maintain both public and lawmaker attention to its resolution. 6 7 Even if broad British libel reform is ultimately effected, however, England is not the only relevant jurisdiction. And even if British law were reformed to deter libel tourists, it is not clear that other countries with similar laws would follow suit. Nor would potential libel tourists face obstacles suing in other hospitable fora. It might be thought that the solution to the problem of libel tourism should be the international harmonization of substantive libel law or the adoption of an international agreement on choice of law.' 6 8 However, harmonization is both worrisome from the perspective of free expression, and likely unfeasible as a practical matter.1 6 9
Some would disagree, suggesting that the SPEECH Act goes too far in adopting a general rule of non-recognition rather than a case-by-case approach that allows courts to determine when non-recognition would be appropriate and when it would not. See H. R. 6146 Hearing, supra note 4, at 60 (statement of Linda Silberman). See also MELKONAN, supra note 6; Partlett, supra note 6, at 656 ("It is likely that foreign courts and governments will react adversely to a frontal attack on their long-recognized jurisdiction and on the usual standards of comity under conflicts rules. Hence, we have the perfect ingredients for a mutually destructive game of chicken.") There is also the potential sword of Damocles in the existing state law actions permitted by statutes such as New York's Libel Terrorism Protection Act. The SPEECH Act appears silent on the question of preemption.
167. Politicians are sensitive to media coverage, especially such coverage as they believe might have public impact. The success of the electronic campaign for libel reform undertaken by English PEN demonstrates that grass-roots movements supporting free speech can be generated via publicity. Media discussion can also serve to clarify for those from less speech-protective cultures what kinds of threats to democratic values Americans fear in strategic libel tourism. It may even help shift judicial attitudes in countries with different perceptions of the free speech/reputation balance, by providing context. 168. On this view, harmonized rules will not necessarily undermine free speech in fundamental ways, given that globalization has already spread American speech ideas to much of the rest of the world, and that the valorization of free speech over reputation in New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964) was less a foundational American commitment than a product of its time and legal culture. See Partlett, supra note 6, at 659 (claiming Sullivan was "a product of its social and legal culture"). Professor Melkonian argues that the apparent absolutism of constitutional defamation law in the U.S. has been diluted by a line of cases interpreting the First Amendment requirement of "actual malice" in public figure defamation as an inquiry close to the "Reynolds defence" under British law. MELKONIAN, supra note 6, at 16-96). See also Thomas S. Leatherbury, ALI Takes Position on Foreign Judgments (Including Those Against the Media), 23 COMM. LAW. 25, 27 (2005) (quoting the American Law Institute proposed draft on recognition and enforcement of final judgments and noting developments in Europe that "may result in greater sensitivity to principles akin to the First Amendment."); Zick, supra note 6, at 1588, 1626 (arguing for multilateral treaties regarding enforcement of foreign judgments as more coherent responses to libel tourism, and seeing a "more cosmopolitan" First Amendment extending its influence beyond American borders).
169. Substantive harmonization is likely either to fail or to lead to problematic compromises on otherwise fundamental social and political commitments regarding free speech and press. While it is important not to exaggerate differences between American and European speech regimes, optimism about the similarities should not blind us to the persistently wide variations in different countries' balances between reputation, privacy and free speech. Even if American views of the importance of
IV. SELF-HELP: EXPLORING VOLUNTARY INITIATIVES
Given the uncertainties in the British legal landscape, the general constraints of time and cooperation on purely legal responses to libel tourism, and the possibility that today's libel tourists will simply recast their libel complaints as violations of privacy rights, 1 7 0 a pragspeech freedoms are increasingly influential world-wide-itself a not-indisputable proposition-general influence is quite distinct from compatibility at a granular level. There may also be disagreement about whether some of the observed shifts in the American balance of speech and reputation are desirable. Contrary to the predictions of some optimists, harmonization is less likely to export the protections of the First Amendment abroad than to import at least some reputation-promoting European rules that might well chill important kinds of critical speech in the United States. See Justin S. Hemlepp, Will Congress Follow Suit?, 17 
").
Even an international treaty on jurisdiction or choice of law in defamation cases is an unlikely prospect. An international treaty regarding jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments more generally was proposed in the Hague Conference on Private International Law, but failed-apparently in part due to differences regarding defamation actions. One can argue that this Article's doubts about harmonization tacitly assume that American speech law is better than any conflicting country's and should thus apply, even with respect to genuine transnational problems where both the United States and less speech-prioritizing countries have real and substantial interests. That is not the intent. In many instances of foreign libel actions against American defendants, a focus on American governmental interests in the choice of law analysis will help courts make a careful and context-specific analysis about which law should apply. Even in situations closer to equipoise in terms of forum connections and interests, this Article contends that it is less dangerous for American free speech interests domestically to leave things as they are, with each country recognizing and enforcing only defamation judgments consistent with its own speech traditions.
170. See MELKONIAN, supra note 6, at 279-95 (noting both that breach-of-privacy judgments may replace the threat of foreign libel judgments and that, unlike defamation law where some congruence between U.S. and British law can be observed, privacy law in England and the EU is "unalterably" contrary to U.S. principles); Ste- L.J. 379 (2011) (calling for extension of the SPEECH Act to trans-national privacy matic response to the current situation suggests exploration of voluntary initiatives to reduce the chilling threat of foreign libel law and to promote the accuracy and reliability of information. 17 1 A push for doctrinal change cannot be the sole solution to the problem of trans-national libel. Legal responses depend on cooperation from foreign courts and legislatures, are likely to take time, can be limited in their effectiveness, and do not necessarily address the values and attitudes brought to bear by courts in the actual application of legal rules. To the extent that "in a field such as defamation [,] values and attitudes are often as important as the black-letter rule[,1"1 7 2 a broad public conversation about the strategic use of legal arbitrage and the development of self-help measures by speakers could be useful in influencing international attitudes promoting expression.
Thoughtfully designed voluntary changes could help foster a cooperative spirit prompting non-U.S. courts to apply their libel laws with more sensitivity to U.S. speech interests in appropriate cases. Voluntary measures designed to increase press accuracy could not but help improve chances of speedy libel reform in England. This is particularly true in light of the press-skepticism generated by the high-profile British phone-hacking scandal that led to the demise of Rupert Murdoch's News of the World tabloid.17 3 Moreover, for those who have been defamed on the Internet, the development of technoloclaims); Sanchez, supra note 6 at 514-20 (describing a move from libel tourism to privacy tourism).
171. One type of self-help suggestion for Internet publishers that appears in the literature is website disclaimers, visitor agreements, and the use of geo-location technology to prevent access to their sites. See, e.g., Wyant, supra note 6, at 411-15 (discussing these options). See also Blake Cooper, Note, The U.
S. Libel Law Conundrum and the Necessity of Defensive Corporate Measures in Lessening International
Internet Libel Liability, 21 CONN. J. Ir'L L. 127 (2005) (recommending user agreements, geolocation technology, and cyberliability insurance). These suggestions are not further explored here, as contract-based solutions will not predictably be effective (seeWyant, supra note 6,. at 412-13) and access-blocking technology is neither foolproof (see id. at 413-14) nor desirable as a policy matter.
172. Hartley, supra note 1, at 35. Professor Partlett has argued that, without internationally binding rules, "the production of information will be influenced by nonlegal norms that will grow in cyberspace." Partlett, supra note 6, at 660. In his view, " [t] he challenge that technology has bequeathed the law cannot be solved by law alone. It will depend on norms that promote coordination and cooperation among actors." Id. This Article joins in Professor Partlett's sense that improvements in journalistic professionalism, for example, would promote cooperative norms in the production of information in cyberspace. Nevertheless, it expresses concern about the degree to which Professor Partlett's approach would compromise on the Sullivan rule in the global speech environment.
173. 
A. Defending Suits: Alternative Avenues for Financial Support
Since expense is a major culprit in the chilling effect of foreign libel actions, reducing it would help mitigate the threat. Doing so effectively, however, requires attention to developing structures for financial support that properly align speaker and funder incentives.
A New Type of Private Legal Defense Fund-Community Support
Thus far, the principal suggestion to help reduce the high cost of waging libel actions in destinations like England has been the creation of a media-funded insurance company and/or a joint libel defense fund to help defendants.' 7 5 While the idea is attractive, the participants' incentives render unlikely a media-funded libel defense war chest for the industry as a whole. What incentives would careful news organizations have to commit scarce resources to libel defense funds that would provide financial aid to the most irresponsible of their traditional competitors and to careless new media participants? Why would they pour money into a global fund covering entities whose news cultures they might not understand or share, and over whom they would not realistically have much control? Instead, money might more readily and realistically come from crowd-funding or community support-from those interested in particular areas of reporting.' 7 6 Targeted (and publicized) libel defense funds could be supported by grants from individuals and organizations with interests in promoting public discussion on particular issues that have become or are likely to become targets of strategic libel actions 174 . See MELKONIAN, supra note 6, at 299 (describing technology allowing a burgeoning reputation-management industry to monitor the Internet for statements about their clients and "saturate the internet with positive statements about the client with the result that the defamatory statements are simply buried and effectively neutralized."). This option, of course, has its own troubling implications.
175. See SULLIVAN, LIBEL ToURIsM REPORT, supra note 6, at 31 (report written for the Center for International Media Assistance). While the Report notes that "[tihere are many ways to structure such a systeml,]"the proposal centers in the Report on a media-funded libel defense fund. Id. ("It is possible to create a joint legal defense fund that might rely on donors, funds from participating organizations, pro bono lawyers, retained lawyers, and insurance.. . . The organization could build a defense fund to pay high deductibles ... . The system would minimize the risk for insurance compa- abroad.' 7 7 The benefit of this approach by comparison to a public funding option 1 7 8 is that the proposal poses little or no risk of government censorship.17 9 The approach also presents fewer threats to 177. For example, if organizations outside the press or the academy were to organize a libel defense fund for statements regarding terrorism-a funding proposition more likely than an undifferentiated and press-based global libel defense fund-the existence of such a fund might deter strategic suits to deflect attention from that political issue. The same kind of funding might be found to support the libel exposure of scientific inquiry or other academic critique. This is a notion akin to interest group support, crowd-funding of journalism, and foundation financing. Grass-roots electoral fundraising on the web and electronic press experiments in crowd-funding some stories teach us that this kind of funding could come not only from interested organizations, but also from individual Internet donations.
Of course, there is nothing to prevent rich individuals today from paying the defense fees of American journalists and academics sued for libel abroad. But creating funding structures that would avoid journalists having to request funds from individual donors after suits are brought would certainly reduce both transaction costs and chill. Skeptics might question why such funding approaches, if they are truly viable,
have not yet developed through private negotiation. The lack of such development thus far is not necessarily evidence of a flawed model. Instead, it may reflect the fact that transactions costs of many kinds-including coordination and administrability problems and, potentially, tax treatment of such donations-would need to be addressed before a robust system of targeted libel defense funding could become operational and efficient.
178. This Article does not explore any public funding strategies for such libel defense funds. Governmentally-funded libel defense war-chests could presumably be made available for libel tourism cases where the speakers at issue have insufficient funds to fight the action abroad. In order to create the right incentives, the government libel defense fund should probably operate only during a transition periodbefore private sources develop as suggested above, and before relevant changes were made in the laws of libel tourism destinations. A public subsidy approach is unlikely to be either realistic or speech-neutral, however. Given current U.S. Congressional attempts at drastic cutting of government speech subsidies in the context of public broadcasting, a libel defense fund project is even less likely to be achievable. More importantly, this option is troubling because of concerns about government censorship in the allocation of such funds. The central issue posed by such a funding option is how to structure the government subsidy in order to minimize the dangers of government speech selection. Although we could attempt to develop structural safeguards to prevent government from choosing preferred and politically acceptable speech to protect, it is wise to be skeptical about the likely effectiveness of such "Chinese walls." 179. One can respond that this approach may lead to narrow and politicized protections for speech, and skew the kinds of investigative journalism or academic critique in which speakers would engage. It could be argued that a system under which litigation support would be targeted to issues of concern to ideological interest groups could skew coverage decisions in politicized ways. Journalists, academics, and the institutions that support them might fear being compromised-or be concerned about the appearance of being compromised-by their associations through funding with groups pursuing particular agendas.
But libel tourism is already politicized, and this is a much more realistic vehicle for collecting adequate private funding than the theoretically more neutral but practically unlikely call for press organizations to create a pool of libel funds themselves. Moreover, because of structural factors, it is likely that at least institutional supporters of these kinds of targeted libel defense funds would have no objection to being identified publicly. Because identification is tied to accountability, transparency in identification should reduce concerns about politicized processes. As for the concern about the impact of funding on journalistic independence, there is theoretically a broad market for contending legal defense funds. Just as non-profit news organiza-editorial freedom than proposals grounded on enhanced libel The problem is that the risk posed by libel actions is particularly difficult for insurance companies to value. Therefore, the private insurance market may develop more broadly and robustly if mechanisms could be developed to help insurance companies better assess the risks of libel judgments. One way this can happen would be if one (or several) independent fact-checking institutions or consortia were to be established. If the insurance companies were convinced that the independent fact-checking entities were reliable, they might be more willing to provide insurance (perhaps on a per story basis) if the speaker chose to avail itself of such independent review. This suggestion is akin to Drew Sullivan's notion that a joint legal defense fund system "might retain lawyers or use pro bono lawyers to review articles before publication . . . . The system would minimize the risk for insurance companies .. . SULLIVAN, LIBEL TouRIsM REPORT, supra note 6, at 31. This is a less desirable alternative than the libel defense fund discussed above, however, because it makes insurers and independent fact-checkers the arbiters of journalistic process and accuracy-a result that is itself in tension with free speech and press norms. It makes news organizations and academics accountable to factchecking organizations and insurance companies that are far less committed to free speech norms. Some commentators observe that courts have increasingly transformed aspirational journalistic codes of practice and ethics into minimum standard requirements to assess journalist behaviors in tort cases. See Amy Gajda, Judging Journalism: The Turn Toward Privacy and Judicial Regulation of the Press, 97 CAL. L. REV. 1039 (2009). Surely the same consequence would arise if insurance companies (whose principal goal is profit rather than free speech) were to partner with factcheckers (whose independence and journalistic values could, over time, be subordinated to their work for risk-averse insurance companies). Moreover, independent review of the journalistic process by outside entities-particularly if they work in concert with insurance coverage-would be heavily resisted by typical journalists. Reporters would probably refuse to make their notes and sources available to outside entities in connection with most, if not all, controversial investigative stories. It is precisely because of these concerns that this Article does not make a specific recommendation supporting this version of the insurance option.
181. The recent LIBEL TOURIsM REPORT recommends pro bono libel defense and pre-publication review See SULLIvAN, LIBEL TOURISM REPORT, supra note 6 at 33. The LIBEL TouRIsM REPORT notes that "[mlany of the organizations facing transnational legal threats have sought and received assistance for free from attorneys" but "[iun Europe, pro bono legal assistance is less common [than in the United States]." Id. at 33.
defense is already available. 182 One can imagine a world-wide consortium of libel law experts whose pro bono efforts-including training non-specialist lawyers, publishers, editors in the intricacies of foreign law-could be coordinated by an institution such as a bar association and accessible via online communication. 183 Whether such a program could be adequately staffed is an empirical question, although there may be ways of creating incentives for this kind of service. 18 4 Importantly, however, it must be recognized that such efforts can themselves exert subtle censorship effects. It is possible that this type of legal involvement-particularly prior to publication-might lead to excessive risk-aversity on the part of authors, journalists and publishers. 
B. Improving Press Processes and Bolstering Accuracy
At least with respect to cross-border defamation actions that are not merely strategic or political exercises, the costs of distinct libel regimes would also likely be reduced if the press were to improve its internal processes and make changes to bolster accuracy. The principal suggestion of this kind in the literature is that journalistic "best practices" education be promoted, especially in the developing world.1 8 6 This would be particularly useful for promoting high journalistic standards in places with less developed and sophisticated 182. See SULLIVAN, LIBEL ToURIsM REPORT, supra note 6, at 33. The London-based Media Libel Defence Initiative (MLDI) provides financial help for journalists in defamation cases and trains journalists and lawyers. Id. The International Senior Lawyers Project Media Working Group also defends journalists in individual cases and helps push law reform efforts. Id. The Center for Global Communication Studies at the University of Pennsylvania's Annenberg School of Communication has created globalmedialaw.com to provide legal resources and information on media law issues. Id. However, the LIBEL TOURIsM REPORT notes that "[mlany of the organizations facing transnational legal threats have sought and received assistance for free from attorneys" but "[in Europe, pro bono legal assistance is less common [than in the United States]." Id. at 33.
183. This kind of program would naturally be most useful for those whose institutional affiliations do not provide pre-publication libel review, as do most major newspapers, for example. However, it might provide all journalists the possibility of an alternative review-either to contest their institutional lawyers' assessments, or to permit franker discussion by journalists at any point during their story developments.
184. If, for example, bar associations were to authorize continuing legal education (CLE) or other like credit for this kind of effort, there would probably be an increase in volunteers. Of course, there will be limitations. For example, we can expect that such pro bono efforts would be more likely for publication reviews than for full-fledged trials.
185. This is particularly true with respect to pre-publication review by lawyers. After all, those who know about foreign libel law will simply be able to opine about the risk of losing a libel suit in England on the given facts, for example. In addition to their likely risk-aversity in interpreting foreign law, these pro bono lawyers will by definition be constraining the journalists' work to conform to the standards of less speech-protective jurisdictions.
186. See, e.g., SULLIVAN, LIBEL TouRIsM REPORT, supra note 6, at 34-35. independent press traditions.1 8 7 In addition to journalists in developing countries, however, we should certainly expand education initiatives for journalism "best practices" to bloggers, citizen journalists, and any reporters with little experience in investigative journalism. Real differences could also be made by focusing on access to information and other practical ways of enhancing professionalism.
Seeking Improved Access to Documents
The expansion of electronic access to information would be a most helpful tool both for improving press accuracy and for easing the burdens of demonstrating truth. Accuracy would likely be improved with increased online access to government data at all levels-to be used both by journalists to develop stories and check facts, and by those assessing story credibility and monitoring the press. To be sure, there are significant hurdles to information access. 18 8 Nevertheless, whatever their limits in operation, government open records policies in the United States have made millions of documents easily accessible. 1 8 9 As improved accuracy doubtless leads to fewer targets for bona fide trans-national libel initiatives,1 9 0 it would be helpful to press for 187. Id. at 34. , 2009) ), the system of document access in the United States is far from perfect. In addition, "scoop mentality" and competition among journalists and news organizations would likely be in tension with information-sharing initiatives. There is also an increasing social concern about privacy with respect to the massive collections of information now available about individuals. See, e.g, Somini Sengupta, F.T.C. Settles Privacy Issue at Facebook, NY TIMEs (Nov. 29, 2011) , available at http://www. nytimes.com/2011/11/30/technology/facebook-agrees-to-ftc-settlement-on-privacy. html. Finally, access to information can come with its own challenges. Journalists may in fact find themselves awash in information, and needing to develop efficient and reliable ways to sort through it. The "curating" problem is necessarily part of the "access to information" issue at a time of such informational abundance.
189. For example, many private companies' governmental filings (such as Securities and Exchange Commission filings) are accessible, often without the need for an FOIA request. See, e.g., http://www.sec.gov/edgar/searchedgar/webusers.htm (last visited Dec. 22, 2011) (linking to EDGAR, searchable SEC company filing database). On the private side, foundations and educational institutions have also created massive databases of information relating to important public issues-such as elections and charitable contributions-that they typically make available for non-profit purposes. See, e.g., Center for Responsive Politics, OPENSECRETS.ORG, http://www.opensecrets. org/ (last visited Dec. 22, 2011) (election funding and expenditures database).
190. Admittedly, improving how the press does its job cannot fully eliminate the threat to speech posed by the most strategic and political of libel actions abroad. But it is a good in itself, and likely to be better than nothing in terms of reducing libel enhanced public access at least to government documents both in the United States and internationally.
Promoting Journalistic Accountability
Professional education and access to documents can only go partway to improve journalism processes and content quality in the media today. A third critical factor is attention to accountability. Internally, news organizations can focus on accountability by appointing ombudsmen and hiring "public editors," as some already do. 191 Externally, professional critique of the performance of journalists can serve to focus attention on accountability. Even today, some journalism magazines provide such evaluations. 192 Bloggers too have taken to commenting on the originality, accuracy, and completeness of news reporting. Google allows for instantaneous fact checking; Twitter and other social media enable crowd-sourcing of stories. Particularly if both individual news organizations and news-industry institutions attend to the complex project of adapting and updating their codes of conduct in light of such changed technologies, a spirit of constructive criticism could help trigger improved reporting. Building structures of professional accountability and inviting examination and self-examination by journalists can generate significant public benefits-including, hopefully, both judicial deference and an enhanced likelihood of trust across borders. 1 9 3 The combination of all the kinds of efforts could deter libel forum shopping substantially.
tourism. Moreover, even strategic libel claimants may be deterred by the prospect of losing hard-fought legal actions against well-funded defendants known for their responsible and professional processes. The possible cost to plaintiffs of such losses in publicity alone can counsel caution.
191. The New York Times, for example, has a Public Editor who "serves as the reader's representative" and "monitors the paper's journalistic practices." See The Public Editor, NY TIMES, available at http://www.nytimes.com/ref/opinion/brisbanebio.html.
192. For example, some professional journalism magazines in the US, such as the Columbia Journalism Review, address not only issues such as the future of journalism generally, but also monitor particular press stories. See, e.g., Darts and Laurels 2011 Archive, COLUM. J. REV., available at http://www.cjr.org/search.php?cx=00282 6800558238759205%3Awmx8nk4zslo&cof=FORID%3All&ie=UTF-8&q=darts+and+ laurels+2011&x=4&y=9.
193. Do today's circumstances make it unrealistic to call for improvements in press processes? News organizations are haunted by the bottom line. Newsrooms are working with reduced staff, the electronic news media are operating in a competitive twenty-four-hour news cycle with little time to develop and check stories, and there is the perception that the sensation-seeking public will only be satisfied with maximum drama all the time. Many television critics despair of the result and decry the thinness, polarization, and narrow focus of modern news and public affairs coverage. This Article takes the position that this is precisely the moment for the revival of professional standards.
Some may argue that the second difficulty inherent in calling for improved journalism is that American defamation law protects even those who are sloppy in their journalism-i.e., even those who did not comply with appropriate professional standards. An insistence on self-perfection on the part of the press cannot be the full
CONCLUSION
In the final analysis, the worrisome libel tourism cases are those that threaten to censor academic freedom and speech important to democracy. The context is complex. Academic publishers constitute a buyer's market that can set highly risk-averse standards for controversial work regarding matters of public importance. The traditional print press today is economically stressed. News organizations face significant incentives to avoid expensive and controversial investigative coverage that would advance public policy goals of transparency and accountability. At the same time, technology permits anyoneincluding the least legally sophisticated-to take on the functions of journalists and pundits. But ISPs are private economic entities and not public fiduciaries, and they cannot be expected to resist ideologically-driven and potentially costly challenges to controversial content they distribute.
Strategic libel tourism in these circumstances poses a particularly pernicious threat to speech of public interest. The American legislative response thus far is unlikely to assist in promoting highquality investigative journalism by globally networked entities. As for the United Kingdom, although Britain's jurisdictionally oriented libel reform, if adopted, could be helpful, the extent to which it will encourage adequate restraint there or elsewhere is uncertain. Differences between states as to the proper balance between reputation and speech that are exploited by libel tourists will not disappear. If it is for each state to determine that balance for itself, then the orderly functioning of the international system requires that the forum consider the extent to which a particular case implicates the balance struck not only in the forum itself but in other affected states as well. This entails variations in degree. Doctrinal flexibility as to both jurisdiction and choice of law, sensitivity to cases that engage basic values of academic freedom and the proper functioning of democratic governance in the affected political system, and voluntary initiatives can help courts measure those variations. Civil and criminal libel actions can be, and have been, used by states to regulate their own political systems. That is reason enough for concern when the effects constrain the exercise of freedom of speech protected by international law or the law of the state. There is all the more reason for concern when the effect, even if unintended, is that these constraints impair the functioning of political democracy under the constitutional system of another country.
response to libel tourism. If it is, critics might say, then the defendant has already lost the protections that American free speech values had constitutionally guaranteed. But the First Amendment does not protect sloppy speech because false statements are constitutionally desirable. And it is not the purpose of this Article to argue for global export of the First Amendment. If speakers could be helped to avoid inadvertent libel problems, both they and society as a whole would benefit.
